
 
 

 
 

 

BVLGARI x PHILLIPS celebrate 
the iconic design of the OCTO FINISSIMO 

 
A special edition of 50 pieces committed to preserving the model’s contemporary 

identity codes while creating a refined, understated vintage aesthetic 
tactfully instilled by the team at PHILLIPS in Association with Bacs & Russo. 

 
 
Geneva, the 30th of November 2022. Innovation. Creativity. Free-spiritedness. A taste for the unexpected, for non-
conformism, for the pleasure of surprising, of evoking different, unique emotions. In the knowledge that partnership, 
always in deep mutual respect, makes the possibilities even more exciting, more enriching. These are the shared values 
that brought Bulgari and Phillips in Association with Bacs & Russo together to create an original and different 
interpretation of the already-fabled OCTO FINISSIMO watch. 
 
For 10 years now, the Octo has been making its mark on the world of Haute Horlogerie with its horological prowess, 
its many technical records, its iconic shape and its unmistakable monochromatic style. Pure, contemporary – the 
model perfectly embodies the duality in Bulgari watches: Italian flair and Swiss watchmaking savoir-faire. 
 
To celebrate this icon of finesse and style, the teams at Bulgari and Phillips in Association with Bacs & Russo worked 
in close concert to create a special edition of the Octo that, in its own way, returns to the roots of its design. 
 
Geometric precision in homage both to Bulgari’s heritage rooted in the Roman spirit and to the great Italian architects 
and designers of the 20th century; graphic balance dominated by a ‘reflective’ symmetry around the central axis; 
contrasting shapes created by the circles engraved in the octagon; spatial volumes revealed by the unique matte 
sandblasted titanium finish; and, for the first time, to sublimate a form of minimalism whose apparent simplicity 
testifies to a meticulous care for the detail, a small seconds counter absent at 7 o'clock, where the BVL 138 calibre 
would usually display one on the Octo collection… This piece is the fruit of an intense and shared passion of individuals 
who, each in their own field, have accumulated a very broad and deep knowledge of the art of watchmaking. 
 
Aurel Bacs, Senior Consultant, Bacs & Russo and Alexandre Ghotbi, Head of Watches, Continental Europe & Middle 
East, jointly said: “The Octo Finissimo has become a true icon over the course of only a few years, and to be able to 
design a piece for Phillips Watches was both a pleasure and an honour. We played creative ping-pong with Fabrizio 
Buonamassa Stigliani in suggesting different materials and dial finishes, but we quickly realised that the slimness of 
the watch limited our possibilities... and at the same time it increased the challenge of creating an eye-catching dial. 
With this sectored dial design, our intent was to create a symmetry and pay tribute not only to Bulgari's Italian roots, 
but also to the great Italian architects and designers of the 20th century. By eschewing the small seconds counter, a 
first for this model, we wanted to draw the focus on the engraved dial with its large numerals and the chapter ring 
whose colour sways from black to grey to bronze, depending on the lighting.” 
 
Fabrizio Buonamassa Stigliani, Product Creation Executive Director, Bulgari Watches, added: “This watch was born out 
of the meeting of true watchmaking enthusiasts. While the design of the Octo represents an iconic signature, the 
creative process initiated with Aurel Bacs and Alexandre Ghotbi has undoubtedly increased our passion and inspiration 
tenfold. This watch symbolises the link between Phillips, the world of collectors’ watches, and the design codes of 
Bulgari, which are resolutely turned towards innovation and the future.  We shared an exciting stylistic adventure, 
which I experienced with great enthusiasm and pleasure.” 
 
 



OCTO FINISSIMO SPECIAL EDITION PHILLIPS IN ASSOCIATION WITH BACS & RUSSO 

Ref. 103709 

 

Movement 

Extra-flat mechanical self-winding movement, platinum micro-rotor, Calibre BVL 138 (2.23 mm thick); 60-hour power 

reserve; frequency 21,600 vph (3 Hz). 

 

Case and Dial 

Sand-blasted titanium case, 40 mm, transparent case back with special engraving on the sapphire crystal on the 

reverse side; laser-engraved sand-blasted titanium dial; water-resistant to 3 ATM. 

 

Bracelet 

Sandblasted titanium bracelet with integrated folding clasp. 

 

Limited edition of 50 pieces sold via Phillips Watches. 

 

Images: click here 

 

 

ABOUT BVLGARI 
Part of the LVMH Group, Bvlgari was founded in Rome in 1884 as a jewellery shop. Known as the magnificent Roman 
jeweller and master of coloured gems, Bvlgari has established a worldwide reputation for Italian excellence and enjoys 
renowned for its exquisite craftsmanship. The company’s international success has evolved into a global and diversified 
luxury purveyor of products and services, ranging from fine jewels and high end watches to accessories and perfumes, 
and featuring an unrivalled network of boutiques and hotels in the world’s most exclusive shopping 
areas. Demonstrated through its numerous philanthropic partnerships, Bvlgari deeply believes in innovating the 
present for a sustainable future through its commitment to Corporate Social Responsibility and giving back – to nature 
and to the community. 
 
ABOUT PHILLIPS IN ASSOCIATION WITH BACS & RUSSO 
The team of specialists at Phillips Watches is dedicated to an uncompromised approach to quality, transparency, and 
client service, achieving a global auction sale total of $209.3 million in 2021, the most successful year for any auction 
house in watch auction history. 
A selection of our record-breaking prices: 
1. Paul Newman’s Rolex “Paul Newman” Daytona reference 6239 (CHF 17,709,894 / US$17,752,500) – New York 

Auction: Winning Icons – 26 October 2017 – Highest result ever achieved for any vintage wristwatch at auction. 
2. Patek Philippe reference 1518 in stainless steel (CHF 11,020,000 / US$11,112,020) – Geneva Watch Auction: FOUR 

– 12 November 2016 – Highest result ever achieved for a vintage Patek Philippe wristwatch at auction. 
 
ABOUT PHILLIPS 
Phillips is a leading global platform for buying and selling 20th and 21st century art and design. With dedicated 
expertise in the areas of 20th Century and Contemporary Art, Design, Photographs, Editions, Watches, and Jewelry, 
Phillips offers professional services and advice on all aspects of collecting. Auctions and exhibitions are held at 
salerooms in New York, London, Geneva, and Hong Kong, while clients are further served through representative offices 
based throughout Europe, the United States and Asia. Phillips also offers an online auction platform accessible 
anywhere in the world.  In addition to providing selling and buying opportunities through auction, Phillips brokers 
private sales and offers assistance with appraisals, valuations, and other financial services. 
Visit www.phillips.com for further information. 
  
 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3n72kjh633w4u8q/AAAGCjryEupUCOR-4CosCt2oa?dl=0
http://www.phillips.com/

